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Pusha T Quotes

       Let's be honest, the cards' on the table: Jealousy's a sin, Cain killed
Abel. Backstabber...Caesar had Brutus. It's hard to weed 'em out, even
Jesus had Judas. 
~Pusha T

Pain is joy when it cries, it's my smile in disguise. 
~Pusha T

In God we trust, the game is all us. Til the sky calls or its flames on us. 
~Pusha T

Sitting with the woman of your dreams and forgetting what her name is.

~Pusha T

This is my time, this is my hour, This is my pain, this is my name, this is
my power. If it's my reign, then it's my shower, This pole position...I
made a lane 'cause they blocked ours. 
~Pusha T

I believe there's a god above me, I'm just the god of everything else! 
~Pusha T

We shoppers, you bloggers. If money talks, you mumblers. You try it
on, then take it off, Then post a pic on your tumblrs. 
~Pusha T

I got a voodoo doll every time I pen a verse: Not only do they say they
feel it, but they say it hurts. 
~Pusha T

Let's test the waters... Love makes a splash, and you too thick to
skinny-dip. 
~Pusha T
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I find myself trying to explain more, and explain the perspective of my
mentality, or the mentality I'm trying to convey. 
~Pusha T

I feel like people can feel when something is natural. I think they can
tell. 
~Pusha T

Even with social media and where we are...everything is about the look.

~Pusha T

I don't think I'm a collector. I think every kid from where I'm from had a
terrible passion for having to have fresh kicks. 
~Pusha T

All I'm about is just the pen. 
~Pusha T

Beef is best served like steak: Well done, get a gun in ya face. 
~Pusha T

When I start a song, it's the first thought. It's the first thought and the
first cadence, because that's the most natural. 
~Pusha T

About the Sauconys, there are a lot of sneakers that are not as
marketed as heavily as like Nike but those silhouettes are still fresh. I'll
always go to a Saucony. 
~Pusha T

The energy in working with my team at Adidas is really good for me.
Being this is the third installment, I feel like everybody is comfortable
with everybody. 
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~Pusha T

I can't force the direction that it's going to go without actually taking the
time to make sure it's a great, great quality product. Whether that's for
apparel, or whatever the case may be. 
~Pusha T

If you had two pair of jeans, four shirts, you were cool if you had a
couple pair of kicks that were fresh. That was it. That's how it started. 
~Pusha T

I can't say that music ever made me do anything. 
~Pusha T

I don't think anything I've done with Adidas has been shifted. It's been
part of the Pusha T brand, has for sure been organic and natural. 
~Pusha T

My mama didn't see it comin, my daddy was there. What's my excuse?
Cartoons were the root. Started with Yosemite Sam With the gun in the
palm of the hand, What couldn't I demand? 
~Pusha T

Rappers on their sophomores...actin' like they boss lords. Fame's such
a funny thing for sure when niggas start believing all those encores. 
~Pusha T

I didn't come in as a writer that found producers, I came in under
producers. So I've always respected the actual production process and
producers in general. 
~Pusha T

Fashion right now, people are so...everything is driven by the aesthetic.
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~Pusha T

I don't know if that comes in a number, I don't know if that comes in a
plaque, I don't know what it is. If I can keep me and the crew around
me happy, stable, and out of jail, then we good. 
~Pusha T

As a writer, you have a huge ego. You think that every line means
something to everybody the same way it means to you. And that's not
true. 
~Pusha T

I don't ever want anyone to hear my music and look at it as just
gratuitous violence, or hustling and money-getting - I try to tell the
perspective of the woman, the man, the mind, why. 
~Pusha T

I watch people all day long on Instagram, I take part in it too. It's like if
you get the piece first, you have to immediately be like "BAH!" stunting. 
~Pusha T

Sonically, musicians always go above and beyond in our efforts to
disrupt radio. It's always about being different. Our radio is never
conventional anyway. 
~Pusha T

When I say right, it just has to be well thought out. I feel like I'm on a
pretty good roll, and it can't be me trying to force what might be
perceived to be next. 
~Pusha T

My style is forever changing. 
~Pusha T
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Of course fashion is definitely playing a part. 
~Pusha T

The thing that I realize about fashion now, fashion and music, now
versus back then is that you had to have fresh records and be fresh. 
~Pusha T

Fashion is just really standing up in the forefront and it's being even
mentioned at the same level as the music. I sort of feel like that's where
it gets a little sketchy. 
~Pusha T

I feel like Hip Hop culture has always been about [fashion]...it started in
the street so it has always been a thing of the streets to be first. 
~Pusha T

I've never been - I don't think I'm, like, a great A&R, by any means. I
don't even know production lingo, in all honesty. 
~Pusha T

Women's style is so hard for me. I just know what I think looks good. 
~Pusha T

Some athletes are super fashionable and not good. It's like c'mon man
focus on your craft, be who you're supposed to be and then go put on
the clothes. 
~Pusha T

Today I feel like it's about people just looking fresh and their records
aren't fresh. 
~Pusha T

At the end of the day I want to wear everything. 
~Pusha T
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